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AFRICAN-AMERICANS TOPS IN CONTENT CONSUMPTION
REPORT: BLACK VIEWERS LOYAL TO TELEVISION
African-American consumers continue to lead the
consumption of content across multiple platforms, including
television, according to a recent Nielsen 2019 Diverse
Intelligence Series (DIS) report on African-Americans.
Nielsen’s It’s In The Bag: Black Consumers’ Path to
Purchase report states that African-Americans continue to be
voracious consumers of television content, spending more
than 50 hours watching live and time-shifted
television a week in first quarter 2019, over
10 hours more than the total population,
according to the research firm, whose
findings were reported by Multichannel
News.
“It doesn’t matter how many other streaming services we
have access to, traditional television viewing is still number
one with the African-American population,” said Cheryl
Grace, senior vice president of U.S. strategic community
alliances and consumer engagement for Nielsen. “What that
looks like is 91 percent of every African-American can be
reached weekly via television primarily through what we’re
watching in real time and what we save on our recording
devices.”
The TV shows black viewers are watching don’t always
match that of the general population: Black viewers gravitate
more toward content that reflects their images and storylines,
particularly among younger viewers. Among adults 18-34,
only Fox’s 911 and Empire show up among the top 20 mostwatched shows for African-Americans as well as the total
population. VH1’s Love & Hip Hop franchise, Black Inc.
Crew and Fox’s cancelled Star are among the top 10 mostwatched shows in young, African-American households that
aren’t ranked on the top 20 most-watched TV show list for
the total population.
Despite heavy usage of traditional media, AfricanAmerican consumers are on the cutting edge of new content
distribution platforms and devices. Overall, 61 percent of
African-Americans are fascinated by new technology and
37 percent are more likely than the total population to be
the first among their peers to try new technology products,
according to Nielsen.
That includes a whopping 96 percent of all African-American
adults having and using a smartphone, compared to 95
percent of the total population, according to Nielsen. Further,
African-Americans 35 and older surpass all consumers in
their age group by 2 percent for smartphone ownership.
Not surprisingly, African-Americans spend more time
consuming video on their Android phones and iPhones
compared with the total population. Nielsen reports that
black consumers spend nearly 30 hours a week on websites
and apps on their smartphones, more than three hours more
than the all consumers as a whole.
YouTube is the most consumed entertainment app for
(Continued on Page 3)

ADVERTISER NEWS
Old Navy will open about 75 new stores annually with
plans to grow from about 1,200 to 2,000 locations in North
America, CNN reports. The growth plans, which come as
Old Navy prepares to spin off from parent Gap, will focus
largely on small, underserved markets, Old Navy CEO Sonia
Syngal said... Under Armour will focus on performance
innovation to serve its core customers rather than expanding
into athleisure to win new brand fans, CEO
Kevin Plank said. According to CNBC, the
brand’s five-year plan also calls for Under
Armour to grow to 2,500 stores, up from the
1,100 it operated at the end of last year... A
planned Kroger fulfillment center in Dallas
will boast robotic technology from Ocado that will be able to
fulfill a 50-item online grocery order in around seven minutes,
The Dallas Morning News reports. But the Cincinnati
Business Courier, quoting CEO Rodney McMullen,
says it will take two to three years for the automated
warehouses to become profitable. Kroger has announced
plans to open 20 such distribution centers over the next
several years... Nearly 42 million people went camping at
least once in 2017, according to the Outdoor Industry
Association. One of the hurdles in pursuing camping as
a leisure activity is the cost — adults spent an average of
$546 on gear in 2016. In response, The New York Times
reports, a number of retailers including Arrive, Outdoors
Geek and RI are offering gear rentals... Huddle House has
reached an agreement to acquire Perkins Restaurant &
Bakery for $51.5 million, Restaurant Business reports.
Once the acquisition is complete, the combined companies
will operate about 700 restaurants generating $800 million
annually... Dunkin’ Brands is investing $100 million to
upgrade store designs and add equipment such as new
espresso machines, CNBC reports. The company believes
that these changes, along with a rebranding campaign,
will help it to fight off coffee competitors, big and small...
Amazon is opening a new regional air hub in October,
Chain Store Age reports. Amazon’s latest regional air hub
is coming to the Fort Worth Alliance Airport in Texas. This
will be the first build-to-suit airport project of its kind in the
e-tail giant’s Amazon Air network and was designed to
support Amazon Air’s larger-scale regional needs, including
sortation capability and infrastructure to handle multiple
flights daily. Amazon expects this facility to create 300 new
full-time jobs over time as operations reach full capacity...
CVS sees sales potential in selfies. The drugstore chain is
leveraging technology from Kodak Moments, a provider
of photo products and services, to enable a print-to-store
service for Google Photos users. Consumers will be able
to order high-quality prints directly from their Google Photos
app for same-day pick-up at CVS Pharmacy stores. Google
has made this service available through participation in the
Kodak Moments Prints partner application programming
interface (API) program.

NETWORK NEWS
AVAILS
The third Democratic Presidential debate event, which aired KMBC-TV/Hearst Television’s ABC affiliate in Kansas City,
ABC on Thursday, pulled in a Nielsen preliminary 12.9 million has an opening for an experienced Account Executive.
viewers — the best results so far for an individual network in We are looking for an AE who is highly motivated, can grow
the debate series. ABC says it recorded a Nielsen 2.1 rating revenue on existing accounts and
in adults 18-49 and a 2.9 rating in adults 25-54, according secure new advertisers to the station.
to the media company’s “fast national” ratings. Univision, Ideal candidate will have strong
which also aired the debate, averaged 1.1 million Nielsen business development experience
viewers. In comparison, CNN — which aired the second as well as the ability to effectively negotiate. If you have
Democratic debate in July, a two-night event — pulled in a proven track record of producing revenue on multiple
8.69 million viewers on the first night and 10.77 million for platforms, CLICK HERE to apply. EOE.
the second night. NBC networks, which
FOX 5 Atlanta is looking for a dynamic
aired the first debate in June, scored
leader for our Local Sales Manager
8.68 million viewers for the first night
position. The LSM is responsible for
Luckily I never started
and 10.58 million for the second night...
managing local sales activities for
vaping because there were
ABC has given a put pilot commitment
broadcast and digital, and is responsible
many conclusive studies
to Backlash, a drama examining the
for the supervision of the sales personnel
stating I would never look
aftermath of a child rescue, Deadline
at the local level. Bachelor’s degree
cool doing it.
reports. Backlash is set in a workingfrom a four-year institution in a related
class town after the high-profile rescue of
field, plus five years of experience with
a child. As the rescue workers and family
local and/or national sales experience,
Conan O’Brien
are deluged with praise, suspicions
and two years of supervisory experience
begin to mount that the accident was
required. CLICK HERE for more info or
something quite different than it seemed... Michael Urie to apply now. When applying, please mention where you
and Becki Newton, both alums of ABC’s Ugly Betty, are saw this ad! EOE/M/F/V/D.
reuniting to star as brother and sister in Fun, a multi-camera
WHDH 7NEWS Boston seeks a Sales Account
funeral home comedy series. Fun is a life-long love story Executive. The AE will generate new and service existing
between a brother and a sister who always encourage each local accounts, ensuring all financial goals
other to have fun – no matter what hardship life is currently of the TV station are being exceeded, while
serving up... Bobby Moynihan is returning to NBC. The developing and maintaining relationships with
Saturday Night Live alum has been cast in a lead role agencies and clients. Must have the ability
opposite Ted Danson on the network’s single-camera to manage and enhance direct relationships
comedy series. The untitled comedy, which has a straight- with agencies and clients to promote station
to-series order, is about a wealthy businessman (Danson) image and perception. The ability to identify
who runs for mayor of Los Angeles for all the wrong reasons. the needs of advertisers and prepare custom sales
Once he wins he has to figure out what he stands for, gain the presentations with solutions to those needs is necessary.
respect of his staff, and connect with his teenage daughter, Qualified applicants, send resume to: human_resources@
all while controlling the coyote population... Broadway actor whdh.com. EOE.
Aaron Lazar has been cast in a co-starring role opposite
WFLX FOX29 has an immediate opening for a Sales
Kim Cattrall in Fox’s high-profile new drama series Filthy Account Manager. This position includes training in all
Rich. He’s stepping in for Steven Pasquale, who had to aspects of TV sales and research. Selected candidate
drop out a week before start of production. Filthy Rich is a will also participate in New Business development for
southern Gothic family drama in which wealth, power and WFLX, wflx.com and the Bounce network. Your college
religion collide – with outrageously soapy results. When the degree, strong computer skills, math aptitude, creativity
patriarch of a mega-rich Southern family, famed for creating and understanding of the sales process are the keys to a
a wildly successful Christian television network, dies in a competitive salary/commission/benefit package – in West
plane crash, his wife and family are stunned to learn that he Palm Beach! APPLY ONLINE and attach your resume with
fathered three illegitimate children, all of whom are written cover letter. No calls, please! EOE/M/F/D/V.
into his will, threatening their family name and fortune...
WIS/Gray TV — The No. 1 Television Station and the No.
Unforgettable alum Dylan Walsh is set for a key recurring 1 Local Digital Platform in Columbia, S.C., has an opening
role opposite Tom Selleck and Bridget Moynihan on the for an experienced Multi-Platform Consultant. We’re
upcoming 10th season of CBS’ Blue Bloods. Blue Bloods is searching for candidates with 3-5 years
a drama about a multi-generational family of cops dedicated of sales experience. You must have
to New York City law enforcement. Selleck stars as New York a proven track record of negotiating
Police Commissioner Frank Reagan, head of both the police and developing business in broadcast
force and the Reagan brood. Blue Bloods also stars Donnie sales and digital sales. Qualified applicants, please APPLY
Wahlberg, Will Estes, Len Cariou, Sami Gayle, Marisa ONLINE and attach a cover letter and resume. Candidate
Ramirez and Vanessa Ray... Jim Axelrod is expanding his must successfully complete pre-employment drug screen
role at CBS News. The network has named Axelrod chief and MVR check. No phone calls or emails will be returned.
investigative and senior national correspondent. Previously, EOE-M/F/D/V.
he was the senior national correspondent for CBS News,
reporting for multiple CBS broadcasts and platforms.
See your ad here tomorrow! CLICK HERE for details.
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AUTO SALES SAVE AUGUST RETAIL SPENDING
THIS AND THAT
Spending on vehicles spurred strong retail sales in August,
Tech companies like Amazon, Google and Facebook are
suggesting American shoppers continue to support the likely to jump into the bidding for NFL TV rights that expire
economy at a time of heightened global uncertainty, The in 2021 and 2022, ESPN President Jimmy Pitaro said,
Wall Street Journal reports.
though he expressed confidence his network would retain
Retail sales, a measure of purchases at stores, restaurants an NFL deal. Pitaro also pointed to the success of ESPN+,
and online, climbed a seasonally adjusted 0.4 percent in a premium streaming service with more than 2 million
August from a month earlier, the Commerce Department subscribers... Bob Iger, chairman-CEO of Walt Disney,
said. The robust report beat economists’ expectations and resigned from Apple’s board of directors — on the same
came on the heels of stronger spending in July than initially day Apple announced the details of its forthcoming Apple
estimated, a 0.8 percent rise.
TV+. The news of his departure last Tuesday was revealed
The increase in retail sales in August
in a Friday filing with the Securities and
was driven by a 1.8 percent jump in
Exchange Commission... Cadillac
spending on vehicles, a sign consumers
unveiled its all-new 2020 Cadillac CT4
When I got my first
felt comfortable enough in their finances
sedan last week on Instagram, the
television set, I stopped
to make large purchases. They also spent
first time the automaker has revealed
caring so much about
more online, on building materials and on
a vehicle on the social media platform.
having close relationships.
sporting goods.
The General Motors luxury vehicle
Still, outside of motor vehicles and
division joined Instagram in September
parts, retail sales were flat in August, and
2012 and has 2.3 million followers.
without both vehicles and gasoline they
Andy Warhol
rose a tepid 0.1 percent. Consumers
ACCOUNT ACTION
spent less on food, dining out, and at
Wieden+Kennedy New York (WKNY)
furniture and department stores last month.
is the big winner of the nine-month McDonald’s review
awarding lead creative duties to the independent shop,
ROKU LARGEST SINGLE STREAMING PROVIDER
MediaPost reports. Omnicom Group’s DDB served as the
Roku has extended its advantage at the top of the pile incumbent, with WKNY prevailing over two other Omnicom
among U.S. streaming providers after cementing its position finalist shops: TBWA/Chiat/Day Los Angeles and Adam
as the platform to beat in the latest quarterly analysis to be & Eve/DDB. WKNY will oversee all creative responsibilities
compiled by Tivo.
for the fast-food chain’s largest market, with more than
Roku topped the charts again as the largest single provider 14,000 restaurants. The shop will begin work in the next
with a 21.3 percent market share, beaten only by the month to plan for 2020.
combined might of all smart TV manufacturers who pulled in
a 27.6 percent slice of the market between them.
AFRICAN-AMERICANS ARE LOYAL TV VIEWERS
Moreover, Roku has entrenched its advantage by becoming (Continued from Page 1)
the fastest-growing streaming platform by far over the past African-Americans at 79 percent, while Netflix has the
year, jumping 20.1 percent year-on-year, significantly ahead highest market share among subscription video on demand
of the Amazon Fire TV stick, which grew by just 11.7 apps with 39 percent, according to Nielsen. Hulu is second
percent.
with 15 percent, with Amazon Prime Video at 14 percent.
What’s more, the figures may even undercount Roku’s true
On the social media front, Facebook is the top choice for
dominance, with the likelihood being that many of the smart African-American adults, with more than 65 percent of black
TV’s counted by Tivo run Roku software, although a precise adults using the service, according to Nielsen. Grace added
breakdown wasn’t provided.
that African-Americans overindex in the use of other social
The figures made for grim reading for Chromecast and media services such as Instagram, SnapChat, Pinterest
Apple TV, both of which lost market share, with Apple TV and Twitter compared to the total population.
slumping by a precipitous 22.9 percent year over year.
Yet despite African American consumers’ high consumption
of traditional and new media — as well as an estimated
AT&T, DISNEY CLOSE TO A LONG-TERM DEAL?
annual buying power of $1.3 trillion — Grace said companies
AT&T and Disney have recently been in talks over a new aren’t increasing ad dollars targeting black consumers. She
contract for Disney-owned channels on AT&T TV, AT&T TV added that about $18 billion was spent on African-AmericanNOW, U-verse TV, and DirecTV. Now, according to Cord focused media in 2018, an overall decline of 5 percent from
Cutters News, it looks like a new deal may have been the prior year.
reached.
SATURDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY
This means subscribers to AT&T’s services won’t lose
Disney-owned channels and Disney-owned ABC affiliates
including WABC Channel 7, KABC Channel 7, WTVD ABC
11, KGO ABC 7, KTRK ABC 13, KFSN ABC 30, WLS ABC
7, and WPVI ABC 6.
Over the weekend Disney stopped airing ads warning that
ESPN and other Disney-owned channels could go dark on
AT&T’s TV services. AT&T and Disney have yet to make any
official announcement.
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